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ABSTRACT
Minimizing the power dissipation in scan-based testing is an im
portant problem. We provide for the first time an optimal formula
tion for the problem of simultaneously compacting, ordering, and
X-filling a set of test patterns such that the fault coverage is main
tained but the (overall or peak) power dissipation is minimized. We
model the problem as a sequence of Pseudo-Boolean optimization
problems. We give a scalable implementation of the optimization
problem based on window-based local search. In contrast to. the
traditional technique of sequentially optimizing for compaction,
ordering, and X-filling, we experimentally demonstrate that our si
multaneous optimization can reduce power dissipation by 47% on
ISCAS' 89 benchmark circuits.

1. INTRODUCTION
The power dissipation of integrated circuits (ICs) in scan-based

testing can be several times higher than that in functional modes [1,
2], for example, due to simultaneous testing of multiple modules
which do not operate at the same time in functional mode or due to
high switching rates during scan shift/capture. With th~ s~inki~g

geometries and lower voltage thresholds in mod~rn circuits,. t~IS

excessive power dissipation during test can have an Impact on digital
IC reliability, resulting in power-driven failures and false failures
at final test [3]. For example, excessive power dissipation can
cause structural damage to the silicon or the package, and excessive
peak power dissipation can cause large voltage drops which le~d

to erroneous data in test mode only. This has led to substantial
research effort in minimizing power dissipation during scan testing.

Numerous algorithms have been presented for test mode power
reduction [4, 5, 6], and surveys for recent advances in DFT and test
pattern generation for test power optimization can be found in [7,
8]. Particularly, various optimizations are proposed for test pattern
compaction, ordering, or X-filling, which are three major design
freedoms in the power-aware test pattern generation. In order to
reduce test data volume when testing, static test pattern compaction
has been proposed [9] to reduce both test data volume and power
dissipation. The power-aware test pattern ordering problem has
been attacked by [10] for the combinational circuit testing and by
[11] for the scan-chain based sequential circuit testing. In addition,
power-aware test pattern X-filling techniques have been presented
by [12, 13, 14, 6], which minimize capture power by filling ~on't

care bits to minimize the bit difference between pseudo pnmary
inputs (PPIs) and pseudo-primary outputs (PPOs). Moreover, [15]
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presented heuristics to minimize test power by simultaneously test
pattern ordering and X-filling.
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Figure 1: Conventional flow (left branch) vs. pro
posed flow (right branch) for low power ATPG

However, most previous papers perform the three optimizations
for ATPG patterns -compaction, ordering, X-filling- sequentially
(see Figure 1, left branch). This sequential process can cause loss
of optimality: the power dissipation of the resulting solution can
be higher than the power dissipation of an "optimal" test sequence,
even if each phase is performed optimally. In this paper, we present
an optimal algorithm for ATPG power minimization, by simulta
neously optimizing compaction, ordering, and X-filling for (peak
or overall) power dissipation. The proposed simultaneous com
paction, ordering, X-filling (COX) algorithm can be applied right
after a conventional ATPG tool, and it preserves the test coverage
with negligible impact on the test data volume and test time. Our
algorithm is based on Pseudo-Boolean (PB) optimization, and we
propose local window-based heuristics to cope with the high run
time complexity of the PB optimization problem. Experimental
results show that the proposed COX algorithm achieves 47% power
saving compared to the conventional sequential power-aware ATPG
flow. A comparison between the conventional power-aware ATPG
flow and the proposed flow is as shown in Figure 1.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces background concepts. Section 3 presents the problem
formulation and the proposed algorithms. Section 4 gives the exper-
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2.2 Power Modeling
Assuming that the clock period is sufficiently small, it is sound to

interpret the average dynamic power dissipation over a clock cycle
as the instantaneous dynamic power during that clock cycle [16]. In
the remainder of this paper, instantaneous dynamic power is simply
referred to as power. Also, in our power modeling we assume that
the SFFs in Figure 2 are scan-hold flip-flops (SHFFs)[17], which
can reduce scan shift power by isolating the combinational portion
during scan shifting.

DEFINITION 1. (Scan-in Register Energy) The switching
energy consumed by scan-chain registers during the course
of scan-in of the test vectors, rs,'" ,s:;;, is calculated as:

result in significantly different switching power. In this example,
when the last bit of the test pattern is shifted in, "0101" has 1 bit
switch more than the other three vectors.

In scan-chain-based testing, a sequence of test vectors (derived
from test patterns generated by an ATPG tool) are scanned in se
quentially to detect a specific set of faults. The procedure to
decide the order of these test vectors applied during the scan
chain testing is called test pattern scheduling. For example,
consider the following four test patterns "0110", "1001", "0100",
"1000". Among 4!=24 different orders, the one leads to the least
bit switches is 0100 ~ 0110 ~ 1001 ~ 1000, which has
only 1 bit switch (0110 ~ 1001) between consecutive test pat
terns. On the other hand, the one leads to the most bit switches is
0100 ~ 1000 ~ 1001 ~ 0110, which has 3 bit switches (every
transition contains a bit switch).

(2)
m K-l

E (~ ~)" " I j j+l/reg SI,'" ,Sm == L...J L...J Wij • Si - Si ,

i=1 j=1

so

SI

POs

PPIs
Combinational Portion

2. PRELIMINARIES

2.1 Scan-Based Testing
Figure 2 illustrates basic scan testing ofcircuits. Testing happens

in two modes: scan shift mode and capture mode. During the scan
shift mode, a test vector is shifted into the scan flip flops (SFFs)
serially. After the whole test vector is shifted into position, the
circuit under test (CUT) turns into capture mode, in which the
primary inputs (PIs) and pseudo-primary inputs (PPIs) from SFFs
are fed into the combinational portion of the circuit and the response
is propagated to the primary outputs (POs) and pseudo-primary
outputs (PPOs). Mter capture, the CUT again runs in scan shift
mode, this time shifting out the response captured by the SFFs and
shifting in the next test vector at the same time.

Figure 2: Scan-chain based testing procedure.

imental results and the paper is concluded in Section 5. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first work to consider simultaneous
compaction, ordering, and X-filling for test mode power reduction.

~

Given a circuit with K primary inputs, I == (iI, . .. ,iK ),

N gates G == gl,··· ,gN, and a set of stuck-at faults F ==
{fl' ... ,fn}, an ATPG tool can produce a set of test patterns,

T == {"t7, ... ,k}, (m ~ n), which detects all faults in F. Each

test pattern, t:, is a sequence of K ternary values

t: == (tI, t~ , . .. ,tf),

where t{ denotes the value for jth input bit in the ith test pattern,
which can be the constant 0, the constant 1, or a don't-care x. A
typical ATPG tool, e.g., ATALANTA, usually generates a set of test
patterns with don't-cares, which can be assigned to either a or 1
without affecting the detection of faults.

There is a natural ordering on test patterns defined as follows. A

test pattern t: is covered by test pattern t:, written t: ~ t:, iff

t~ == t~ for all t~ =f:. x. (1)

For example, test pattern "Oxx1" covers test pattern "OOx1" but not
"lOx1". If two test patterns cover each other, they are compat
ible. Test pattern compaction is the problem of reducing the
number of test patterns without affecting the fault coverage. This
can be achieved by merging compatible test patterns and reducing
redundant test patterns (i.e., patterns which are covered by other
test patterns).

A test vector 81 E {a, 1} K is an instantiation of a test pattern

t: E {a, 1, x}K if 81 can be obtained by filling all don't-cares in

t:. This operation is called X-filling. It follows that 81 ~ t:.
For example, possible X-fillings for test pattern "Oxx1" are "0001",
"0011", "0101", "0111". Since the scan-in power depends on the
number of bit switches in each test vector, different X-filling may

where Wij is the weight to characterize the loading capaci
tance of the scan-chain registers and the weighted transition
count (WTC) [lB}, which has been normalized based on the
K.

DEFINITION 2. (Capture Energy) The switching energy con
sumed during the course of the test vector change, e.g., 81 ~
8"i"+1, is calculated as:

Ecap(81 ~ 8"i"+1) == LOg ·lvg(81) - V g(8"i"+1) \ (3)
gEG

where Og is the loading capacitance of gate or register g in
the circuit which is calculated based on Weighted Switching
Activity (WSA) [19}. vg(st) and vg(8"i"+1) are logic values
at gate g under test vector st and 8"i"+1, respectively. For a
circuit and a given test vector st, the logic value VgCst) of
each gate g can be obtained by performing one pass of logic
simulation.

Suppose the number of test vectors remaining after test com
paction is m. The overall testing power dissipation for test
vector set rs, ... ,~is

E (~ ~) ~m-l E (~ -----+)
p(7, m) == reg SI,'" ,Sm +~i=1 cap Si ~ Si+l . (4)

m

The peak testing power dissipation for test vector set rs, ... ,~
is

K-l

p(7) == max( m~(L Wij 'Is{- S{+II),
t

j=1

m~x(Og . IVg (81) - vg(8"i"+1) I)) (5)
t
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test pattern fault coverage
t; = lOx /1, /2
t; = xOl /1,/2,/3
t; = OOx /2, /3
----+
t4 = llx /4

Table 1: Fault coverage of each test pattern for the
circuit shown in Figure 3.

f3: stuck-at-1
t3: OOx

f1: stuck-at-1
t1: 10x

b

a

c ~ i
y------- ---------Scan-chain-------------- ----.l

Our goal is to minimize the overall or peak testing power dissipation
while retaining fault coverage.

Figure 3: A sub-circuit (assuming inputs and out
put are registered and can be scanned for testing) to
compute !(a,b,c) = b+a·c and the test patterns gen
erated by the ATPG tool (ATALANTA) to detect 4
stack-at faults.

3. PROBLEM FORMULATION

3.1 COX Problem and Motivation
The simultaneous test pattern compaction, ordering and X-filling

(COX) problem is formulated as follows.

2.3 Pseudo-Boolean Constraint Problem
A Pseudo-Boolean (PB) Constraint [20] is an inequality

CaPo + C 1Pl + ... + C n- 1Pn-l 2: Cn, where Pi is a literal
and Ci is an integer coefficient for each i. A true literal is inter
preted as value 1, a false literal as O. An objective function is a
sum of weighted literals on the same form as PB constraints. The
Pseudo-Boolean Constraint Problem is to find a satisfying as
signment to a set of PB-constraints that minimizes a given objective
function.

A PB-constraint problem can be solved by general 0-1 integer
linear programming (lLP) solvers (e.g., mosek [21]) or by ded
icated SAT-based PB-solvers represented by minisat+ [22]. Our
experimental results show that the PB-based problem formulation
proposed in this paper is more favorable to PB-solvers than general
ILP solvers because of its structural nature.

P(7,m)
CNFG(is) fori = [I,m],
V~=l (Sj -1 t) for i = [1, m], (6)
sf E {a, I} for i = [1, m],j = [1, K],

minimize
subject to

3.2 COX Algorithm
We now formulate the simultaneous test pattern compaction, or

dering and X-filling problem to a Pseudo-Boolean (PB) optimiza
tion problem [20], which results in an optimal test vector generation
for power minimization. We will show that the proposed PB-based
formulation is general enough to consider various objectives for
power minimization.

The COX problem for minimizing overall test power dissipation
is formulated as the following optimization problem. The variables
in the problem are s1 for i = 1, ... ,mand j = 1, ... , K. The
optimization problem is:

where mis the number of test patterns after compaction, The first
constraint CNFG(is) is the characteristic function in CNF repre
sentation for the given gate network, which constrains the logic
value vg (Si) for each gate 9 E G and input vector Si. The sec
ond constraint guarantees that each fault is covered by at least one

on the test pattern compaction algorithm presented in [9], a com
patibility graph (Figure 4(a» can be first constructed to represent
the fault coverage relationship among different test patterns and the
test pattern compaction can be done by merging compatible test
patterns, which results in one test pattern reduction as shown in
Figure 4(b). After the compaction, don't-cares in each test patterns
are filled (e.g., using minimum transition fill (MT-fill) [9] shown
in Figure 4(c» so that the total number of bit switches inside each
test pattern is minimized. The ordering is then performed by solv
ing a Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) on the complete graph
shown in Figure 4(c), where the weight on an edge denotes the
number of switch between two X-filled test patterns [15]. The re
sulting ordering is shown in Figure 4(d), i.e., the scan-in sequence
is 111 ~ 101 ~ 000. In contrast, the best solution found by the
simultaneous approach (which is detailed in Section 3.2) is shown
in Figure 4(e), i.e., the scan-in sequence is 001 ~ 111 ~ 100.

Now we evaluate the power dissipation by the test vectors re
turned by the sequential approach and the simultaneous approach,
respectively. For the sake of simplicity, the scan-in energy can be ap
proximated by the total number of bit switches in the test sequence,
which includes both the internal the bit switches in each test vector
and the mutual bit switches between two adjacent test vectors. It
is seen that the test sequence generated by conventional sequential
flow (as mentioned above) has 3 bit switches but the simultaneous
optimization has 2 bit switches. Intuitively, the simultaneous op
timization algorithm searches a larger solution space which leads
to better results, compared to the conventional sequential approach,
even if each individual optimization step (i.e., compaction, ordering
and X-filling) is optimal. Our experimental results confirm that the
proposed simultaneous algorithm can reduce power (on the aver
age by 47% on our benchmarkes) compared to the conventional
sequential approach.

f4: stuck-at-1
t4: 11x

12: stuck-at-1
t2: x01

FORMULATION 1. (COX problem) Given a set of test pat
terns t;, ... ~, find an ordered set of test vectors st, ... Q
such that (1) each st E {O,l}K (i.e., contains no x terms),
(2) m' :::; m, and (3) fault coverage is preserved (i.e., for
each t there is some js such that js -1 t:), and (4) the
testing power dissipation objective (either overall dissipation
or peak dissipation) is minimized.

The following example shows that simultaneous test pattern
compaction, ordering and X-filling can result in lower overall power
dissipation than traditional, sequential optimizations. Figure 3
shows a simple combinational circuit, with four stuck-at faults,

!1,'" ,!4, and four test patterns t:, ... ,t;, to detect them. For
the sake of simplicity, only the scan-in power is considered for
minimization.

According to Table 1, which shows the fault coverage for each
test pattern, one test pattern may cover multiple faults, and there
fore test pattern compaction is available in this example. Based
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Figure 4: The computational procedure of power-aware ATPG.

where v~ denotes vg(st), and the above four constraints represents
the characteristic function to compute the logic value of AND gates
Zl and Z2, OR gate Z3 and INV gate f, respectively, under test vector
st, for i = 1,··· ,3.

Based on (9), the following constraints are needed to cover all
faults,

generated test vectors after ordering and X-filling.
Notice that the objective in (6) is nonlinear due to the presence

of the unknown min the denominator. However, since the number
of final test vectors should be limited for the purpose of testing
time control, the feasible assignments for mmust be in within the
following range.

mE [m*,f,e·m*l]
where m* is the minimal number of test vectors obtained by an
optimal compaction algorithm, and ,e 2: 1 is a constant which
is set as 2 in our experiments. Therefore we can linearize For
mulation (6) by solving a sequence of PB optimization problems.
In each of these problems the value of mis fixed as a constant
mp = m*,··· , f,e· m*l, and there are mp • K variables s1 for
i = 1, ... ,mp and j = 1, ... , K. We give the details of the
optimization problem below.

The optimization problem (6) can be solved by solving a se
quence of Pseudo-Boolean constraint problems

which can be rewritten in CNF as

(-'Xl V -'X2 V y) /\ (Xl V X2 V y) /\
(-'Xl V X2 V -,y) /\ (Xl V -'X2 V -,y).

The logic value constraints (8) are as follows.

(s; V -'V~l) /\ (s; V -'V~l) /\ (-,s; V -,S; V V~l) /\

(s~ V -'V~2) /\ (s; V -'V~2) /\ (-,s~ V -,S; V V~2) /\

(-'V~l V V~3) /\ (-'V~2 V V~3) /\ (V~l V V~2 V -'V~3) /\

(-'V~3 V -'V~4) /\ (V~3 V V~4)

(11)

The number of constraints in the PB optimization problem is
dominated by (9), which has 0 (K . m2

) clauses, and the number
of variables is O(K . m).

where G = {Zl, Z2, Z3, fl. In this example, the power consump
tion in combinational portion during scan shifting is eliminated by
replacing SFFs with SHFFs. Notice that IXI - x21 = Xl EB X2 can
be linearized by introducing new variable y, so that y = Xl EB X2,

3 2

Ereg = L L lsi - s1+ l l
i=l j=l

2

Ecap = L L Cg ·Ivg(st) - Vg(Si+t) I
i=l gEC

3.3 Example
Consider the example shown in Figure 3 to illustrate the proposed

PB-based formulation. Since the minimal test vector number is 3
after compaction, we fix mp = 3. To compact, order and X-fill
t:.,... ,t:, the following 9 variables are needed.

st = (sL s~, sf) E {O, 1}3 rs = (s~, s~, s~) E {O, 1}3
S! = (s§, s~, s~) E {O, 1}3

Based on (7), the objective function is

3.4 Speedup by Slicing Windows
In our implementation, minisat+ [22] is employed as the PB

solver. Essentially the reasoning in a PB solving procedure in
cludes solving multiple SAT instances iteratively. Due to the NP
completeness of SAT problem, the runtime of solving the proposed
PB constraint problem could be prohibitively high (will be shown
in Section 4).

To cope with the runtime issues of the proposed PB formula
tion, we present a slicing window-based heuristic to speedup the
algorithm (see Alg. 1). Instead of solving all m test patterns at
the same time, we each time consider a test patterns, which might
be compacted, ordered, and X-filled, and relax these a test pat
terns according to the original test sequence. Here the relaxation
procedure is done by finding and restoring the test vectors which
can only be covered by these a test patterns by performing pattern
compatibility or coverage checking. After the relaxation is done,
we solve the PB problem for these relaxed test patterns to minimize
power (see steps 4-8 in Alg. 1). We perform such window-based

Particularly, three procedures, i.e., compaction, ordering and X
filing, are performed simultaneously and power is minimized by
solving the PB constraint problem.

((st /\ -,s~) V (s~ /\ -,s~) V (s§ /\ -,s~))/\

(( -,s~ /\ sf) V (-,s~ /\ s~) V (-,s~ /\ s~))/\

((-,st /\ -,s~) V (-,s~ /\ -,s~) V (-,s~ /\ -,s~))/\

((st /\ s~) V (s~ /\ s~) V (s§ /\ s~))

After solving the above PB constraint problem, the optimal solution
returned by PB solver is

st = (0,0,1) S; = (1,1,1) S1 = (1,0,0)

(7)

for i E [1, m], (8)

for j E [1, m] (9)

for i E [1, m], j E [1, K] (10)

p(7, mp)

CNFc(st)

V
mp (~--.J~)
i=l Si -. tj ,

s1 E {O, I},

minimize

subject to
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Figure 5: Convergency of the proposed slicing
window-based heuristic (s298)

o L--_-'---_-'-----_-'-"----_---"-----_---'-----_--"--_---'-----_-----l

1 51 101 151 201 251 301 351 401

Iterations of slicing windows

PB optimizations in iterations, which all m test patterns are passed
by the slicing window in one iteration, until no improvement can be
found between two successive iterations or the number of iterations
exceeds the specified limit.

Algorithm 1 a-Slicing Windows

Require: t';, ... ,~, a
1: Initialize the ordering of t';, . . . ,~
2: Initialize test sequence T = t';, ... ,t;;;
3: while power consumption is less than that of the previous iter

ation and the number of iterations is below the specified limit
do

4: for i = 1, ... ,m - a do
5: Remove test vectors t,··· ,~ from T
6: Form a window of test vectors W = a set of test vectors in

t';, ... ,t;;; for faults cannot be covered by T
7: Formulate and solve PB based on window W
8: Insert test vectors returned from PB solver into position i

of T

350

~ 300
U
~ 250

CiS
~ 200
"'0

~ 150·co
~ 100

'0 50
~

Convergent point

I_Optimal - Slicing-windowI

(12)

Figure 6: Runtime: optimal vs. slicing-window

We first compare the quality and runtime of optimal solution,
i.e, PB-based algorithm without slicing window, and the slicing
window-based heuristic with a == 2. Due to the capability of the
PB solver, four small circuits (s27, s298, s344, s349) are tested using
20 test patterns. The PB solver is set to timeout if no improvement
is obtained in 1800 seconds. Three of these circuits are terminated
by timeout and s298 finishes normally. For all four circuits, the
optimal solution and the slicing window-based heuristic return the
same results, while the former is three orders of magnitude slower
than the latter as shown in Figure 6.

We then compare the proposed COX with the traditional sequen
tial compaction, ordering and X-filing flow. Table 2 summaries
the experimental results, including number of test vectors (column
"test#"), power dissipation (column "power") and runtime (column
"runtime"). Two window sizes, a == 2 and a == 4, are tested
in the proposed COX algorithm (column "simu"). "-" indicates
that the algorithm cannot finish within 30 hours. In the sequen
tial flow (shown in columns "seq"), compaction is performed using
ATALANTA [23] "-c" option. ATALANTA compacts test patterns
using two different methods: reverse order compaction and shuf
fling compaction. First, test patterns are applied in the reverse
order and fault simulated (reverse order compaction). Second, test
patterns are shuffled randomly and fault simulated (shuffling com
paction). During the fault simulations, all the test patterns which
do not detect a new fault are eliminated [23]. Columns "orig" and
"seq" under "test#" show the number of test vectors before and af
ter ATALANTA compaction. Table 2 shows that the compaction in
ATALANTA does not always minimize test set, and therefore our
COX searches mp E [0.9m*, 2m*], where m * is the number of test
vectors compacted by ATALANTA. In addition, the ordering and
X-filing are performed based on the TSP-based algorithm proposed
in [15]. The power consumption in Table 2 is calculated based on
(4) by assuming the uniform weight in (2) and uniform capacitance

53495298 5344

Benchmarks

527

100000

Ii)'
10000"'C

c:
0u

1000Q)

~
Q)

100E
:i:i
::::>

10Q.
U

minimize t

b· ~K-l I j j+ll<tsu ~ect to Dj=l Wij· 8 i - 8 i _

Og ·Ivg(st) - Vg(8i+t) 1 ~ t
all other constraints from (6)

Note that Formulation (12) is not a PB constraint problem due to the
real-value variable t. However, we can still use PB solver to solve it
by performing a binary search of t starting from a upper bound which
can be obtained by performing the conventional sequential peak
power optimization techniques. In each binary search iteration, t is
set as a constant t p and Formulation (12) becomes a PB constraint
problem without an objective function. If the problem is SAT, a
smaller t p is tried. Otherwise, a larger t p is used. In addition,
Formulation (12) can be solved by a generic ILP solver, which is
less efficient than SAT-based PB solver in our experiments due to
the particular problem structure. The rest of the details, including
the slicing window-based optimization, are identical.

3.5 Extension to Peak Power Minimization
For peak power minimization, we change the objective function

in the optimization problem to (5). This objective is linearized by
adding a new variable t and solving the optimization problem:

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed PB-based algorithm is implemented in C++ and

tested on ISCAS' 89 benchmark circuits. Minisat+ [22] is used to
solve the PB problem instances. For each benchmark circuit, we
first use ATALANTA [23] to generate one test pattern for every
fault by "-Z" option, which disables the test pattern compaction for
the purpose of comparison. The COX takes the set of test patterns
generated by ATALANTA as the input and perform simultaneous
compaction, ordering and X-filing to minimize average power.

Figure 5 shows the number of remained test vectors in the course
of slicing window iterations for benchmark 8298 with window size
equals to 4. The number of remained test vectors converges when
150 slicing windows are passed, which is done within 4 iterations
in slicing window-based COX algorithm. Similar observations are
obtained for other benchmark circuits, and we found that the results
converge within 5 iterations for all benchmark circuits in our ex
periments. In the following experiments, we will show the results
for both a == 2 and a == 4 for the comparison purpose, and we
found that window size a == 2 achieves the best tradeoff between
the solution quality and the runtime.
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circuit characteristics test# average power runtime(seconds)
circuit PI# PO# reg# orig simu(0=2) simu(0=4) seq simu(0=2) simu(0=4) seq 0=2 0=4
s208 10 2 8 215 56 51 29 9.04 9.33 16.45 72 341

s208.1 11 1 8 217 60 63 35 9.02 9.14 14.86 72 341
s298 3 6 14 308 36 34 35 9.86 9.38 15.43 49 169
s344 9 11 15 342 32 27 22 11.56 12.22 20.82 54 1746
s349 9 11 15 348 27 28 22 10.96 11.61 20.45 51 2458
s382 3 6 21 399 51 48 32 12.67 11.22 21.75 84 779
s386 7 7 6 384 88 88 75 8.36 8.84 10.85 94 150
s400 3 7 21 418 53 47 33 11.94 10.96 22.18 95 828
s420 19 2 16 430 87 80 53 11.34 11.39 29.45 176 5364
s444 3 6 21 460 52 52 33 10.94 10.94 22.67 131 449
s510 19 7 6 564 88 91 60 12.47 11.57 22.52 64 1897
s526 3 6 21 554 82 79 69 12.40 12.41 21.55 106 1653

s526n 3 6 21 553 87 80 69 10.97 12.86 21.55 98 1242
s641 35 24 19 467 57 51 64 22.42 18.55 50.11 265 99008
s713 35 23 19 543 58 - 52 21.05 - 49.83 254 -
s820 18 19 5 850 135 - 111 12.39 - 16.77 218 -
s832 18 19 5 856 139 - 111 11.66 - 16.6 170 -

GeoMean 434 63 54 47 11.87 11.26 21.38 104 1156
Ratio 1.34 1.15 1 0.56 0.53 1 1 11x

Table 2: Comparison between COX ("simu") and the sequential flow ("seq")

for all gates in (3). Table 2 shows that the proposed COX algorithm
reduces test mode power by 44% (47%) in the cost of 34% (15%)
more test vectors for a = 2 (a = 4). Note that the runtime for
the sequential algorithm is < 1 second. In addition, compared to
a = 4, a = 2 achieves similar power dissipation with over 11 x
speedup.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
For the first time, an optimal formulation for simultaneous test

pattern compaction, ordering and X-filling (COX) for test mode
power minimization has been proposed. The formulation is based
on a sequence of Pseudo-Boolean optimization problems. In ad
dition, a window-based local search is implemented to cope with
the runtime complexity due to the PB-based formulation. Exper
imental results show that the proposed COX algorithm reduces
average power by 47% compared to the conventional sequential
test pattern compaction, ordering and X-filling flow. Gearing the
window-based local search, our COX algorithm runs three orders
of magnitude faster.

Due to its high quality of power optimization, the proposed COX
algorithm is particularly suitable to be applied after the conventional
ATPG flow as a test pattern refinement for power optimization.
Moreover, the proposed methodology can be applied for various test
power optimization problems other than average and peak power
minimization. For example, the PB-based formulation can be easily
modified to handle average power minimization problem under the
peak power constraint.
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